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- **GNU World Order 356**

  Learn a little Postscript in this episode about **Ghostscript**.

- **Test and Code: 115: Catching up with Nina Zakharenko**

  One of the great things about attending in person coding conferences, such as PyCon, is the hallway track, where you can catch up with people you haven't seen for possibly a year, or maybe even the first time you've met in person.

  Nina is starting something like the hallway track, online, on twitch, and it's already going, so check out the first episode of Python Tea.

  Interesting coincidence is that this episode is kind of like a hallway track discussion between Nina and Brian.
How to install Google Chrome on Pop!_OS 20.04 [6]

Are Custom Linux Kernels Faster than Stock? [7]

Are Custom Linux Kernels Faster than Stock? Benchmarks are done and will be compared using phoronix test suite. We will be analyzing 3 kernels, Liquorix, Mainline, and Xanmod.
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